Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
so that the spirit of the spoken word may reach him ;
and then asking him questions to test his mentality and
telling him to do things which require thought. The
method here is clearly psychological though there is some
doubt as to whether the beating is administered in theory
to the patient himself or to the spirit which possesses
him. In many cases the latter is the belief and terrible
effects may result.
In the first of two cases recorded from Kordofan (Sudan
Notes and Records, III), a girl of sixteen after being
fumigated with pepper and branded on the head and neck,
was flogged by the operator for four days with a whip
to which a piece of tin was attached. He then throttled
and killed her, his explanation being that " my jinn and
her jinn entered on a struggle for mastery. Mine in me
was throttling hers in her and vice versa. She was majnun
and I was majnun. Her jinn overcame my jinn. Hers
killed her because its demands were refused." In the
second case, a Nuba operator flogged a boy to death ;
his explanation being that the spirit finding itself unable
to remain in possession owing to the flogging came out
of the boy's mouth and broke his neck.
The Zar or exorcism of demons is widespread throughout
Islam. Various descriptions are given. It appears that
it is always or nearly always performed by women on a
woman ; that drumming and incense are used to produce
hysteria, that sacrifice of a sheep or fowl is an essential
part of the ceremony, that in many cases the patient
from whom the evil spirit is to be driven must ride the
sacrificial animal round the circle, and must often drink
and be sprinkled with the warm blood. The state of
hysteria induced in such circumstances may be imagined ;
it is said that several cases have occurred in Omdurman
during the past twenty yeara of the patient either killing
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